
Topological quantum numbers 
in condensed matter systems



Organization 
• 2V+U re-interpreted 

• Every (more or less) three weeks: assignment 
to be solved in class in three hours. 

• Questions: don't wait for the break! 

• Notes? How many printed copies? 

• https://cmt-qo.phys.ethz.ch/teaching/tqn

https://cmt-qo.phys.ethz.ch/teaching/tqn
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A dramatic observation
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 Even more dramatic

ing the familiar, flat plateaus (see top Fig. 9). A remark-
able feature occurred at B!15 T: the Hall trace started
to deviate from the originally straight line, showing a
behavior not unlike that observed in the IQHE at the
higher temperature of 4.2 K. This feature was totally
unexpected. Beyond the emergence of a plateau in RH ,
the magnetoresistance R seemed to exhibit a concomi-
tant minimum (see bottom Fig. 9).

The IQHE, arising from exact filling of Landau levels,
could not have been at work, since above B!5 T the
lowest level was only partially occupied. Furthermore,
the Hall resistance in the vicinity of this change in slope
far exceeded the largest possible of IQHE resistances of
RH!h/e2!25 k". Lightheartedly, Dan Tsui enclosed
the distance between B!0 and the position of the last
IQHE (#7 cm) between two fingers of one hand and
measured the position of the new feature in this unit. He
determined it to be three and exclaimed, ‘‘quarks!’’ Al-
though obviously joking, with finely honed intuition, he
had hit on the very essence of the data.

Following Laughlin’s gedanken experiment and ac-
cepting quantization of the Hall resistance to measure
the charge of the particle, a plateau three times as high

as the last IQHE plateau meant the appearance of a
charge q!$0 /(3h/e2)!e/3. Obviously, our low-
temperature, low-energy experiment (milli-eV, not
Millions-eV) could not have generated anything even
remotely related to quarks (subnuclear particles en-
dowed with 1/3 charge), but, as it turned out, the impli-
cation of some kind of fractionally charged particle was
dead right. At the time, we did not know what we had
discovered. The paper on the findings (see Fig. 10), pub-
lished in March 1982 in Physical Review Letters with
Tsui, Stormer, and Gossard as authors, speculated on its
being a signature of a Wigner solid or equivalent, but
the paper also remarked on a fractional charge. No pho-
tographs exist from the days of October 1981. However,
Fig. 11 is a record of our first ultra-low-temperature
ultra-high-magnetic-field run at the Francis Bitter Na-
tional Magnet Lab at MIT.

Origin

The IQHE can be understood solely on the basis of
the quantized motion of individual 2D electrons in the
presence of a magnetic field and random fluctuations of
the interface potential which creates localized states.
The existence of all fellow electrons enters only in the
simplest of ways—as a filler of empty states of the Lan-

FIG. 9. Data of October 7, 1981, on the specimen # 6-19-81(3)
(see Fig. 8) on millimeter paper. The top panel shows the Hall
resistance RH at temperatures 4.2 K and 1.5 K vs magnetic
field B. The bottom panel shows the magneto resistance R vs B
at similar temperatures. 1 T is equivalent to #1.5 cm. Features
at #3 cm and #7 cm are due to the IQHE. Weaker features at
#21 cm are due to the FQHE. The scribbles in the top panel
are from reuse of the millimeter paper for data reduction from
other traces.

FIG. 10. First publication on the FQHE. Hall resistance data
(here %xy) and magnetoresistance data (here %xx) are from the
same specimen as in Fig. 9. The filling factor & of the Landau
level is indicated on the top. The features at &!1,2,3, . . . are
due to the IQHE. The features at &!1/3 are due to the FQHE.
Sample dimensions and sample temperatures are indicated.

881Horst L. Stormer: The fractional quantum Hall effect

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 4, July 1999
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Transport measurements were performed at magnetic
fields up to 30 T and at temperatures down to 20 m
with two difrerent dilution-refrigerator-magnet systems.
Great care has been exercised in order to assure thermal
equilibrium etween e1 b b t the 2D electrons and the crystal lat-
tice. Since large changes in resistivity were observed
upon cooling of the crystal lattice from 40 to 25 mK (as
measured with a nearby carbon resistance thermometer)
a gross electron-lattice disequilibrium seems unlikely.
r 1 dis lays the low-temperature diagonal an

Hall resistivities over a wide range of magnetic e an

ed, revealing our most startling result. The p ~ data at
25 mK show a plateau forming at the field corresponding
to v= —' intersected by the classical Hall line deter-2

mined from the measured 2D density. More important-
1, this plateau is centered at p ~

—&h, e „2
0.5%. Simultaneously a deep relative minimum is found
in p While not yet fully developed, these featuresXX

emerge in a mmanner analogous to conventional odd-
denominator FQHE states. Taken together, these data
provide stri ing evi ed k idence for an even-denominator
FQH E.
To highlight further the p ~ data contained in Fig. 2,

the positions o e if th high-order odd-denominator frac-

tlons 13 a 13 2d —" 'ndicated (—' ~ 1.5%). No features
are oun in p af d

' t these fractions which lie well clear of
the observed —, plateau. From this it can be assume
that the 2 plateau is not likely the consequence of two
high-order odd-denominator plateaus blending together
to form an apparent, but spurious, plateau at v= 2 .
Figure 2 also shows that the strong temperature

dependence of the —', minimum in p „commences below
100 mK, indicating a very small associated energy scale.
Although not shown in the figure, the plateau in p ~ atv= —' exhibits the same temperature dependence as thev—,exiis

Above about 100 mK the plateauminimum in p . ov
1disappears an e ad th Hall resistance follows the classica

1 Th development of the resistivity feature is
noteworthy. Instead of forming a zero in p„, e
minimum itself remains roughly constant while the adja-
cent flanks rise steeply as the temperature is reduced.
The same phenomenon has been observed at odd-

uch behavior resultsdenominator fractions as we .
f th mpetition between the tendency for the p „
background to rise as the temperature falls and t e e-
velopment of the resistivity minimum.
In addition to the plateau at v= 2 there is other evi-

dence o t ef h F~HE in the first excited Landau level,
4& v& 2. As shown in Fig. 2, there are broad minima
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